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Hydrodynamic loads

Simplest: Linear wave kinematics and Morison equation

Better: Fully nonlinear wave kinematics and 

Morison-type force model

Advanced: CFD and coupled CFD

Zang and Taylor (2010)



Wind turbines and extreme waves

50-year contours of significant wave height

And peak period conditional to wind speed. 

From Bachynski (2014)

The extreme waves are nonlinear!



Physical tests at DHI



2D regular waves

1:80; h=40.8m; H=8m; T=14s (at full scale) 1:36.6; h=17.2m; H=11m; T=14s (at full scale)

Weakly nonlinear Strongly nonlinear



What is ringing?
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Excitation of natural frequency by
higher-harmonic forcing from
nonlinear waves

Third-order inertia load theories:

FNV (1995): regular waves deep water

Krokstad et al (1998): irregular waves

Malenica & Molin (1995): finite depth



What is impulsive excitation?
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Sudden excitation of natural 

frequency by large and rapid

force. Steep and breaking

waves.

From Camp et al (2002; 2003)



Study of regular steep wave forcing
of circular cylinders

Validation for propagation
of nonlinear waves

Force validation

Parameter study

The flow of the secondary
load cycle



Stream function theory waves (Fenton 1988)



Propagate wave in a periodic domain

Diffusive error, after phase correction

1) for ppw=10-15, the diffusive error is O(10-2) even after 10 periods

2) rate of convergence is 1, i.e. first-order

“Careful interfoam” can converge to 1-phase fully nonlinear waves solution!



How about the forces?  I

Comparison to experiments of Grue & Huseby (2002)



How about the forces?  II

Comparison to experiments of Wave Loads project (DTU-DHI)



Parameter space for regular wave investigation



Forces for varying

kh and wave height

Secondary load cycle



Flow details



Tangential velocity at 

cylinder wall



Time in relation to outer flow





An illustrative model flow



An illustrative model flow



What about Kelvins theorem?

1) A vortex has circulation

2) Generation of circulation

requires vorticity and viscosity



A) Wall boundary layer

Slip

No slip (same grid, underresolved)

B) Separation and friction in outer flow

ν
fluid

=ν
water

ν
fluid
=0

B) Separation and friction in outer flow

Grid refinement (factor 2 on cell number)

Wall BL seems not to affect 
Solution, but...

Internal fluid viscosity 
not important

Numerical viscosity may be
the course but grid refinement
should then affect it
Perhaps stronger refinement
needed. 

Sources of vorticity



Is slip condition enough?



Development of a coupled solver

Compute outer flow field with potential flow wave model: 
OceanWave3D (Engsig-Karup et al 2009)

Compute inner field with wave-structure interaction with CFD-VOF model

Coupling zone



Slender body enables one-way coupling 
(transfer)

Incident waves enforced in relaxation zone

Diffracted waves damped in relaxation zone

D: cylinder diameter

l: distance to relaxation zone

kA=0.2; kR=0.1; kh=1 Distance can be as small as L/6

Bo Terp Paulsen



Regular waves on a slope

1:80, h=40.8m, H=7.67m



Regular waves on a slope



Validation for irregular wave forcing on a slope

Experiment in the Wave Loads project. Hs=8.3m (full scale). Scale 1:36 

Bo Terp Paulsen



Validation for irregular wave forcing on a slope

Experiment in the Wave Loads project. Hs=8.3m (full scale). Scale 1:36 

Reconstruct incident wave field by linear 
analysis of wave gauge
measurements. 
Total computed time series is 100s long.

Bo Terp Paulsen



Bo Terp Paulsen

Validation for irregular wave forcing on a slope

Experiment in the Wave Loads project. Hs=8.3m (full scale). Scale 1:36 

Free surface elevation 0.25 cm in front of cylinder

Inline force history



Bo Terp Paulsen

Validation for irregular wave forcing on a slope

Experiment in the Wave Loads project. Hs=8.3m (full scale). Scale 1:36 

Free surface elevation 0.25 cm in front of cylinder

Inline force history

Largest force is due to a breaking wave
May not break to same extent in experiment. 
Likely caused by limitation of linear construction technique. 
Better: flux boundary condition based on wave maker signal



Computation of multi-
directional waves



Computation of multi-
directional waves



Detailed study of regular wave forcing 
and higher-harmonic components

Third-harmonic force compared to FNV theory

Paulsen et al 
IWWWFB 2012
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